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Character Background

- Danny’s cousin
- He’s from China
- He visits Danny every year and goes to school with him.
Internals

Mental: he loves America

Spiritual: He likes to be on time

Emotional: outgoing and gets everyone’s attention
Externals

**Dress**
- He dresses like a typical person in China.
- His hands are always together

**Movement**
- He's slow
- He's always laughing
Externals

Posture: he's kinda hunched over

Mannerisms: He doesn’t have manners
I think that Chin-kee is the way that he is because things in China are a lot different than they are in America. He’s not used to being in a big school with a bunch of people that do not look like him. I don’t think that he wants to embarrass Danny on purpose he just likes being in America where he can follow all of his dreams.
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